AUTO OETAIUNG

GALAXY AiiTDmoTiVE
COMES STANDARD WITH HEAT!

Nothing beats these machines for getting at deeply imbedded dirt and
grime in auto upholstery and carpet and removing it for good! The win
ning combination is lots of heat plus high-performance vacuums for
squealQ'-clean interiors and faster drying time. Our automotive model is a

single-cord unit with a powerful yet low amp 3-stage vacuum. Our Gala)^
Automotive comes standard with our exclusive Heat'N' Run extemal

heater that makes repairs a snap and keeps heat away from the motor
chamber, extending the life of the intemal parts.
The heater can be removed in about 15 seconds
if need be, and the unit cleans with or without

heat The Galaxy Automotive is a large 12 gallon
capacity inside a compact body for exceptional
portability. Comes complete with a vacuum and

solution hose assembly designed specifically for
automotive detailing and a stainless steel autodetailing tool.

FEATURES

a 1000 watt in-line extemal heater delivering up to 170 degrees in just 90
seconds.

■ Durable stainless steel heating chamber and heating element.

a Exclusive external heating system for easy removal and repair.
■ Extemal heater design removes heat from the motor compartment
keeping the vacuum motors and pump running cooler.
^ Opens quickly like a clamshell for easy servicing.
a Powerful and lightweight - ideal for single operators.
« "No drip" motor cavity guarantees water spilled on the outside of

machine stays outside and won't accumulate in the motor compartment.

SPECIFICATIONS
Solution Tank

12 gallon

Recovery Tank

11 gallon

Solution Pressure

100 psi

Vacuum Motor

Single 3-stage

Water Lift

117"

Extemal Heater

1000 watts

Detailer Tool

Stainless steel

Hose Assembly

15 ft.

Tank Construction

Polyethylene

Baseplate

1/4" aluminum

Rear Wheels

10 inches

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Casters

4 inches

1035AC Stainless steel van tool
1039AC Stainless steel detailer tool

Power Cord

50 ft. detachable

Dimensions

35"Hx31"Lx18"W
38"Hx31"Lx20"W

Weight

88 lbs.

MODELS

Shipping Weight

110 lbs.

Ship Dimensions

36.5"Hx3rLx19"W

Electrical Draw

18.8 amps

1038AC Stainless steel crevice tool

C 3139BXj^ 12
gal., lOOOw heater. 15-ft. hose assembly, 1039AC
detailing tool

WARRANTY

Lifetime on rotationally-molded housing and stainless
steel heater tank, 2 years on parts and labor
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